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Kenyon Blacks Suffer Burden
Of Four- Year Social Hell
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Committee Heads Bolotin and Mindes
By PETER MEYER
Im so glad Im leaving is the
reaction of post- Comp senior
Pamoja Burrell to what she described
as the common trauma of the
black experience at Kenyon
The trauma felt by most
Kenyon blacks is the social nightmare
of belonging to a minority of nine
among 1400 Most feel that the forms
of social interaction are for them as
blacks different from those of white
students The way we behave
among each other is different said
Burrell The way we talk dress our
concerns these things are for us as
blacks different from those of white
students
The differences experienced by
Kenyon blacks are certainly not
radical but they are sufficient to
make them feel apart from the
relative colossus of the white
community Most of them have
grown up in black communities and
attended predominantly black high
schools said Burrell The things
they do are totally totally dif-
ferent
White students feel these dif-
ferences as well believes junior
Karen Winchester They wont
admit it TRey will talk to you and be
very pleasant but there is always a
barrier she said I have a few
close friends who are white but most
students here feel us as different
A deep sense of isolation is the end
result of these differences According
to the blacks with whom the
Collegian spoke nearly all blacks at
Kenyon feel socially apart from the
white community even to the extent
of their feeling socially stagnant
Im in a social holding pattern
waiting for graduation said
Winchester I never felt like a
member of a minority group before I
came to Kenyon It is a very bitter
experience
Not all blacks at Kenyon feel their
wouldnt make it The Board
according to Burrell views any effort
aimed at increasing the number of
black students as doomed to failure
before it starts
If Kenyon wants blacks Burrell
believes they are going to have to
come from the same sort of schools
that most Kenyon whites have at-
tended They are going to have to
come from prep schools and
suburban high schools she says
Those are the sort of schools that
are going to produce black students
that will survive at Kenyon She
acknowledges that many colleges are
competing for a relatively small
number of blacks from these schools
Its not unreasonable to assume
that Kenyon could get ten blacks a
year from these sorts of schools
she says She believes the Admissions
office is going to have to work hard
to get them but thinks it is possible
A lack of concern is the way
Burrell characterizes the
Administrations approach to blacks
They try something for awhile and
then drop it They have never had a
consistent attempt at establishing a
stable black community President
Jordan demonstrates more concern
than did his predecessor Burrell
believes but she doesnt see enough
concern demonstrated over the
present situation to effect changes
If Kenyon wants to have blacks it
must offer a social environment
conducive to black needs If it
doesnt care it should say so But it
must stop this middleofthe- road
approach Its been a good academic
experience but it isnt worth the
social hell I have been through
Kenyon blacks are bitter They see
little if any value in Gambier outside
of academics and they see few signs
of any change in their situation As
Winchester put it I feel like a
token I am here for the edification
of the white community and I resent
it
differences to the extent that Win-
chester and Burrell do Blacks who
have grown up with whites dont feel
as we do Burrell said They feel
comfortable with whites and for
them Kenyon is fine But she
added for most blacks it is a
miserable social experience I
wouldnt wish on anyone
The steady decline in the number
of blacks at Kenyon since Burrell was
a freshman supports this last
statement When she came there were
twenty This year there are nine I
enjoyed it when there were twenty
blacks here she said There were
enough that I felt comfortable and
relaxed Now I rarely do Of the
nine five will graduate this year
Two of the four remaining are fresh-
men who plan to transfer after their
sophomore year I would never
have come here had I known it would
be like this said freshman Mphala
Mogudi a South African It is
inconceivable to me that such a
situation can exist in this country
Twenty to thirty is the minimum
number of blacks both Winchester
and Burrell believe gurantees a
comfortable enough possibility of
social choice for a stable black
community to survive at Kenyon
Unless the school is willing to make
this sort of commitment Burrell
said they should give up the idea of
having blacks here at all
According to Burrell the only way
Kenyon is going to get more black
students is through a commitment
from the Board of Trustees in the
form of more money Burrell believes
that such a venture is not to be ex-
pected in the near future Several
years ago the Board backed a
venture which ended in dismal
failure They brought in any black
student who had a B average in an
inner- city high school and expected
them to succeed at Kenyon she
said That was stupid They
brought them here knowing that they
Jordan Plans
MAB Report
By VICKI BARKER
The findings of the Medical
Advisory Board a panel of doctors
studying Kenyons Health Service
should be made public sometime next
week according to President Philip
H Jordan
A preliminary report was
presented to the President and the
Student Health Service Committee
last week Although the contents
were considered too confidential for
publication Jerry Mindes and Nancy
Bolotin co- chairmen of the com-
mittee issued the following
statement
At this early stage the only
information available concerning the
preliminary report from the Medical
Advisory Board is that it gives
direction for further investigation
concerning student access to Health
facilities and Health care and the
Food Committee Suggests
Kenyon Renew Saga Service
Off- Campus Study Office to Close
to Release
Next Week
quality of this care Confidentiality
and especially gynecology are areas
of particular concern The Medical
Advisory Board cited the Student
Health Service Committee as a
source of information and a channel
of communication between the
students and the MAB The Board is
hopeful that the Womens Center
will participate in providing
educational health programs at
Kenyon The Medical Advisory
Board also cited the need for a
publication which would list and
explain the services offered by the
Kenyon College Health Service its
insurance plans and Smythe House
The Student Health Service Com-
mittee accepts the responsibility to
publish such a listing by September
of 1976
The Boards final report Jordan
says will be made available to the
student body
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Committee chewing the fat
negotiates with Saga The com-
mittees most obvious influences to
date on the food service have been
seen in the menus it has planned in
coordination with Steve Montayne
Sagas Kenyon manager Steak night
and Polynesian night earlier this
semester were Food Committee
brainchildren
The committee has also lined up
other special nights for the
remainder of this semester including
a Bicentennial Night another
ethnic night an entree of flounder
stuffed with crabmeat and possibly a
year- end picnic according to Carol
Bruggman who heads the com-
mittees menu- writing efforts Saga
spruced up its efforts a bit for
Parents Weekend but Freedman
said although there was fancier
food he said Saga was not trying
to fool the parents
Some committee members ate
dinner at Denison University to
Continued on page 3
Duties to be Dispersed Widely
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Members of the Ad Hoc Food
By DAVID McDONOUGH
After five months of investigating
Sagas food service operation at
Kenyon Student Councils Ad Hoc
Committee on Food has recom-
mended that the school negotiate
with Saga for a one- year renewal
contract
The final report issued by the
committee stressed Sagas respon-
siveness to student opinions and the
inadequate facilities it is forced to
work with
The work done by the food
committee should put Kenyon in a
better bargaining position in the
upcoming negotiations with Saga
over renewal of the schools food
service contract according to
committee chairman Matthew
Freedman
Freedman said that Dean Edwards
will now know specific comments
and complaints that students have
and will therefore have a better view
of the situation while the college
Another of Reeds duties ad
vising seniors in regard to their
application for Fulbright awards
will be delegated to Givens who will
also assume a more active role in the
After Kenyon Library and will be
more correctly titled the Dean of
Freshmen and Director of Career
Planning
The plan as outlined stands as a
denial to the request of Student
Council which earlier sent a letter to
Jordan calling for the replacement of
Reed with another director Jordan
disclosed that his return letter ex-
pressed his personal confidence in the
new program and that he has not
received further reply from Student
Council
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See story page three
ministration because they no longer
exist Jordan cited Reeds direc-
torship of the GLCA overseas
program in Lebanon non- existent
due to war in that country and the
campus coordination of the
Woodrow Wilson Fellows program
which will lose its foundation sup-
port and therefore not exist next
year as specific examples
In place of the latter program
Kenyon will adopt a similar one of its
own coordinated by Ross Fraser
Jordan expressed his belief that
Frasers experience with the colleges
residential community qualifies him
well for this program which will
feature the lifestyles of successful
people
The plan places Dean Edwards
with responsibility for the advising of
foreign students attending Kenyon
whereas McKean with the help of an
as yet unnamed assistant will aid
Kenyon students participating in off-
campus study programs either in this
country or abroad President Jordan
emphasized the close association
already achieved between Edwards
and McKean as the programs
unifying factor which he believes
will render it less disjointed than
some observers including Rogers
might expect
The English department will be
placed in charge of the Exeter
program with special assistance
from Professor Gerald A Duff who
will have returned from his years
sojourn at the Exeter University
By DAVID BUCEY
President Philip H Jordan Jr
revealed last week that the Off-
Campus Study Office will be
abolished and that the duties of
resigning OCS Director Donald Reed
will be divided among Deans Thomas
Edwards and Susan Givens Vice
President John R O McKean the
English Department and Director of
Student Housing Ross Fraser
Jordan pledged his intention to
provide the same level of service to
students as in past years
Jordan indicated that no formal
report on the matter will be com-
missioned but that he planned to
assess the new arrangement in the
course of next year and at that point
ask analysis of advisors and the Off-
Campus Study Committee
The new plan was developed by
Jordan after extensive conversation
with Kenneth Rogers a consultant
for the National Association of
Foreign Student Affairs who visited
Kenyon last month on Kenyons
relationship to foreign students in a
report issued to Reed the OCS
Committee Provost Haywood
McKean Vice President for Finance
Samuel S Lord and Dean Edwards
Jordan revealed that the matter has
not attracted a great deal of student
attention
attention
In his evaluation of the OCS
program Jordan discovered that
Reed held a variety of respon-
sibilities which dont require ad
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All- Male Hill Defended
To the Editor
Recent comments in the Collegian
concerning the sexist attitudes
displayed at Kenyon have bothered
me greatly The Committee to
Liberate Old Kenyon I sincerely
hope is a practical joke albeit a
humorous one and is not serious
about its proposals Each individual
fraternity represented on campus
holds many a tradition dear in
connection with its respective dor-
mitory divisions It would be an
injustice and a shame for fraternity
alums who constitute a major
faction of the monetary contributors
to Kenyon to find that their
divisions are no longer occupied by
their frat chapter but are inhabited
by strangers of the opposite sex If
the individual fraternities were
shuffled around can you imagine
what Old Kenyon the building
would be like with the ADs Delts
Betas and Dekes living side by side
within the same domicile And the
poor Archons being delegated to
Watson would be out of touch with
the rest of the organized upper-
classmen
Even if the divisions remain the
same save the addition of females
the situation would become ap-
palling How many times has a male
gone into a womens washroom only
to be disgusted by the sight of wet
towels nylons etc hanging all over
the place Yet their male coun-
terparts seldom leave refuse around
to clutter the washroom Living in an
all male dorm I find comfort and
pleasure in being able to walk down
the hall semi- nude and Im sure no
female would be able to appreciate
my mannerisms and state of mind in
the early morning hours when I push
toward the restroorrt I cannot
tolerate the sight of women tromping
around in their underwear either
As for the sexist attitudes that the
administration has been accused of I
Th
on
Professor Drakes Parting Perspective
out in the open
My solution to the problem can be
evaluted through two degrees of
intensity One would be to have all
males living on the Hill and all
females occupying the other end
This would include all freshmen In
this way the security and main-
tenance of the buildings could be
handled more efficiently The other
proposal is to make Kenyon College
all male once again There would be
no chauvinistic attitudes to bother or
offend anyone in this case
In any event I think that certain
women are trying to create change so
fast that the existing problems are
only exacerbated My boiling rage is
one product of these rapid and futile
attempts to change the situation The
two proposals of mine are jokes at
best and Im sure the CLOKs are
also
George Guzauskas
Thanks from CLOK
To the Editor
CLOK extends its thanks and
appreciation to those who helped to
contribute to what we felt was a
successful show of united action
Those persons include both
professors and students who made
specific efforts to come down and
discuss the issues along with Mr
Cass our guardian Dean Givens
and Mrs Jordan all of whom
contributed either moral or edible
support to our demonstration
The administration feels that if a
group of independents ie men and
women or women were to organize
and make it known that they would
like to live in an area in which a co-
education situation is viable the
administrations decision- making
task would be facilitated Awake and
move Unless you are interested in
the now living environment changes
will not necessarily reflect your
interests
CLOK
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be general satisfaction that such is
the case and that is a matter I do not
wish to argue I speak only to the
expressed surprise that these women
should feel as they do
Perhaps like them I feel a sad
perplexity that there is no pertinence
now in my recalling some abiding
personal and professional
relationships Ive established here or
in celebrating the physical ap-
pearance of this truly exquisite
campus or even in thanking those
few students they must always be
few whose seriousness talent and
vitality have been my chief pleasure
For perhaps like those women my
sense of an underlying mood here
that is simply and effectively vicious
makes all that seem something to be
talked of to be relished in another
year and in another place I look at
this place whose physical ap-
pearance and whose stated goals are
as close to my ideal as I could well
hope much in the way I used to view
the lovely mansions of say Bir-
mingham Alabama My feelings at
leaving are complicated but they are
by no means mixed Had I been more
consistent I would have left last
year
Still following Glendas letter I
turn to more public concerns though
the perspective is perforce personal
For two years I was Chair of the
Faculty Committee on Regulations
Though as it seems to me all these
things fit tidily together it was that
experience which makes me use the
word authoritarian about Kenyon
with no modifiers How can it be in a
community with our stated goals that
there be such an amazing ac-
cumulation of rules almost all of
them as I came to see devoted to
protecting one or another community
member against caprice or fraud or
spite on the part of another For four
years I served on an analogous
committee at a major university I
hope I wll be believed when I say
that the atmosphere was more in-
timate and the rules by far more
simple and humane and reasonably
enforced there Now why I ask
simply that the community consider
how it could come to be that in so
small a place so many things are
impossible because of someone else
something else besides the person or
issue one sees right at hand
Faculty regulations prohibit
my I cant let a student who is
failing my course withdraw from that
course even though punitive grades
are ancthema to me Now why not
But it is a pattern no particular
issue I address
Authoritarian No one uses that
label of himself or herself A student
writes that he is returning from the
Exeter program in England because
EditorinCh- ief Vicki Barker
News Editor David McDonough
Sports Editor Chuck Schussheim
Photography Editor Spencer Sloan
Copy Editors Charles Glasmd Lindy Jolliffe
Copy Staff Roger Jones David Feldman Candy Stuart
Business Manager David Feldman
Feature Artist John Giarrizzo
Staff Cartoonist James Borgman
Circulation Manager Walter Spencer
Layout Hallie Kaymen
he takes his education seriously and
there they merely give weekly lec-
tures there are no requirements no
due dates nothing you see really
serious He speaks at length and the
subject is bruited in the corridors and
in the Collegian But one does not
hear the possibility that such a
happening suggests that we had
better get busy in trying to teach our
students what independence real
discipline personal responsibility
mean
I see again the Ascension Hall
corridors They are all but empty An
occasional conference is going on
Last year when my schedule so
ordered itself that I spent more than
forty of the weeks hours in my
office I came to realize that hardly
any students were around The daily
buzz of many conferences going at
once a familiar sound to me from
that anonymous State University
in Washington was to be heard only
when a requirement of some kind
a schedule an exam result appeared
I have never been treated with more
respect by students But neither have
I ever felt any disturbing distance
before let alone this impossible gulf
of deference which as I believe is
accepted as the normal order of
things and is even encouraged
Each year the English Department
meets to bewail the results of the
comprehensive exams which show so
little independence and first- hand
knowledge We discuss animatedly
whether the exams should have-
teeth put in them or whether
perhaps they should be abandoned
But the question of making in-
dependence and first- hand encounter
with literature in fact the core of the
students experience here must give
way if I am not mistaken to the
more important concerns of or-
derliness and discipline
I urge on you only that what is said
and what is are very nearly at poles
as near as I can see at Kenyon We
speak for instance of in-
dependence but are not in fact
interested in it
Let me begin where it is hardest I
was jeered at a faculty meeting
for asking if the term chairman in
a committee report was going to be
standardized to chairperson The
swelling sound and the faces around
me are very clear in my mind to this
day At a subsequent meeting the
then president reminded us all of the
decorum appropriate to such
meetings Somehow the speech
meant very little to me Atier tnc
meeting four women spoke to me
separately One of them said as I
began a stammered speech of some
kind Oh forget it Now you
Continued on page 3
To he Editor
Despite my own sense of pain
perhaps laced with shame that Dr
Glenda Enderle whose character I
hope I know well was finally driven
to resign from this college under
circumstances which she
meticulously elaborates in her open
letter in last weeks Collegian that
feeling is mixed with one of
gratitude Her statement by listing a
series of issues of which the
degrading treatment of some women
here is but one makes it seem fitting
at last for a man to comment and
opine My letter promises to be a
long one but its central purpose is
quite simple I wish to say that my
four years at Kenyon have taught me
to see things here in a way that is in
all essential points identical with
hers Following the outline of topics
she has produced I would repeat
from my own perspective that
Kenyon is a place where differing
views are dismissed and excluded
where differences in educational
philosophy and values are in all
areas most vital to me treated as
irrelevant or foolish and finally that
the atmosphere of the college is as
she suggests one which fosters only
conservative views which is
fraught with intimidation and which
is authoritarian By showing us that
the treatment of women here is part
of a larger overlapping pattern
Glendas statement makes it seem
fitting also to say that other
statements on Kenyons condition
made this year by Professor
Schermer and Pengra and Decker
also seem to me exact and
illuminating
Dr Pengra leaves she says
Because I am a women and
Kenyon isnt ready for that My
own judgement is that she and others
have left because they are women
and Kenyon isnt ready for that And
men too have left or have been
forced to leave and will continue to
leave for reasons which are deeply
rooted in the underlying assumptions
and beliefs associated with the
womens movement a movement
once I believe coming to life and
now effectively to be silenced at
Kenyon By far more men and
women actively interested in this
movement have gone in these three
years than now remain Most
specifically those who are not
essentially authoritarian in their
pedagogy have gone but
authoritarianism is not compatible
with the womens movement as I
understand it The community will
tolerate different lifestyles as
those are manifested in hairstyle and
dress but it will not tolerate a dif-
fering view of what is central to the
classroom I suspect there may in fact
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that a living myth all the thino
Food Committee continued
examine Sagas service there They
found the operation there to be
lacking some of the niceties provided
at Kenyon such as hot food and
salad dressing
Kevin Bedell is heading the
committees formulation of long
range goals which would include
major renovation of the Peirce Hall
kitchen The kitchen which
Freedman said had amazingly
inefficient facilities would need
nearly a quarter of a million dollars
worth of work to modernize ac-
cording to Freedman
Bruggman said that the committee
had spurred student interest in
Sagas meal preparation Both she
and Freedman emphasized the point
that the committee isnt out to get
Saga but is attempting to work with
it to monitor student feelings and
implement any feasible changes in
CLOK Vigil Attracts
Praise and Abuse
humiliatingly withdrawn Will such
seriousness be shown
I doubt that it has been I doubt
that it will be I doubt that the
seriousness exists Indeed I am
persuaded that even despite the
overwhelming evidence at hand
given by women who put their
very successful careers on the line to
make I believe just that point the
college will continue to regard the
question of whether there needs to be
any fundamental change in attitude
and procedure here as an interesting
one Doing nothing for the present
it will I am afraid look about with
gentlemanly earnestness for some
more women who will and this
commonly heard phrase seems to me
to speak worlds who will fit in to
Kenyon
Ben Drake
Associate Professor of English
Collegian Chastised
To the Editor
Headlining the main article in the
Collegian of April 8 Sexism at
Kenyon was mighty bad jour-
nalism You were editorializing on
the front page Alleged Sexism or
Sexism Alleged would have been
allowable but the front page is a
place for facts ohlyi
I am not complaining about the
editorial entitled Awakenings If
you chose to base an editorial in
part on Mrs Enderles absurd
allegations that Mrs Kopp and the
others she named left Kenyon
because they were treated as in-
feriors that was your business You
have every right to express editorial
opinions on the editorial page
R W Daniel
S3
Middle Path
Day Set
The 5th annual Middle Path Day is
set for Saturday April 17 The
Student Center will be open from 10
am to 3 pm to serve as
headquarters for all activities Those
wishing to participate may show up
at any time during this interval
Refreshments including beer will be
served all day to workers and a lunch
will be held at the Student Center
Topping the list of activities are
plans for renovating the River Park
This will involve building a fireplace
placing obstructions to keep the cars
off the turf the erection of a sign for
the park and a general clean- up of
the area Other scheduled activities
include work on Ascension Garden a
clean- up of the Bio Preserve tree-
planting at the nursery and the
moving of pines from in front of
Mather dorm The IFC will be laying
a brick walk- way around the Student
Center
We are expecting about 200
students professors and residents of
the community depending mainly on
the weather said Tom Toch
chairman of the Buildings and
Grounds Committee which is
responsible for Middle Path Day It
was scheduled later this year the
day before Easter in the hopes that
the weather would be good This
provides an excellent opportunity for
the college and community to get
together in a mutually beneficial
project We have always had great
support from the community Mrs
Treleaven and Mrs Klein are heading
up the work on Ascension Garden
and Mrs Greenslade organizes the
group of local youngsters that clear
the paths
Tlclcoto for
Little Fet
On Sale
Letters continued
know I have not been altogether
able to forget it I remembered it at
thebecasion of the meeting to which
Glenda alludes at which women
faculty were explaining their views
and perceptions to a gathering of
perhaps twenty colleagues at the
provosts request How does one
report the mood there without
seeming I use the word carefully
unmanly The derisive snort the
patronizing question the bored foot-
tapping the side- long glance that
says 1 knew it these are hardly
data Nor is the mild courteous
question that is in effect a wink 1
left the meeting ashamed Afterward
a colleague came by and asked what I
thought We talked He said finally
and he is as decent a person as I
know They blew it The
women I asked And he nodded
the sober knowing nod Ive gotten to
know so well
Finally at the time in which Dr
Schermer and I had been denied
tenure I wrote a long personal letter
to Gal Crump from Seattle ex-
plaining my reaction and attempting
to define my feelings Two of my
colleagues after conferring decided
to open the letter they thought it
might need to be read Gal was out of
town I received that information
and a courteous apology some weeks
later but I cannot exaggerate how
the event brought everything home to
me I cannot and do not question
the motives of my colleagues but
simply point to an event where an
institutional role can lead to an
action which would be unthinkable
on a personal level We talked it
over the letter said I suggest that
what has happened to these women
has not always been gentle
My purpose here has been to
suggest by clarifying and extreme
examples about which I would hope
there would be no two ways of
feeling that people can be and are
handied very roughly here It is true
of students too I mean to suggest
what has been in fact a real though
by no means the usual pattern of my
experience
In the spacious and comfortable
rooms of the fine faculty houses
here or under the old trees of this
meticulously kept campus Ive been
asked four or five times this year if I
really thought there was anything to
what Professors Schermer Pengra
Decker and Dr Enderle have said I
look as from a different world at
the serious and I am sure sincere
faces but do not know what to say
except what I am trying to say now
The pleasant though to my own
tastes isolated lives some faculty lead
here seem to me well worth loving
my own sense is that this is the
paramount issue Those lives are to
be left untroubled My own sense is
in all truth that the mood is
Gambier love it or leave it
though that is phrased more sweetly
And people are leaving it I confess
that I believe the prevailing mood at
Kenyon as next year begins will be
one of good cheer that so many
troubled and indeed in-
comprehensible Outsiders who do
not understand about among other
things Real Teaching are gone I do
not think there can be any mistake
about it in light of who has gone and
who has stayed these years when
because of the swelling of the faculty
when the Coordinate College was
founded so many new faces have
come and gone a housecleaning is
going on The campus will doubtless
be the tidier for it And for all I know
this is a good thing though I am
sorry to have been burnt by it and
am more than sorry not only to have
some sense of what these women
have been through but also to think
that they have wasted their energies
But perhaps other women who feel as
they do and who might have come
will take warning and then it would
not be mere waste
I am sure that there are many
parents who wish a firm
authoritarian atmosphere for their
children And Kenyon can couple to
the service 1 think its great
Freedman said that Steve Mon-
tayne is willing to take the time
necessary to help evaluate the in-
tricate workings of the food service
and make it more responsive to the
students
As for the committees future
Freedman said that it will issue a
cumulative report for this year
but he added that I would hope
that this is more than a one- year
committee and he has asked
Student Council President Jerome
Mindes that it be made one of
councils standing committees
The committee will soon be issuing
two reports compiled by Denise Fink
and Jack Markowitz concerning the
administrative relationship between
Saga and Kenyon specifically
dealing with the schools current
policy of requiring all students to
subscribe to Saga for three meals a
day
University of Michigan
Towards mid- evening coffee and
cookies arrived courtesy of the
Jordans which quickly disappeared
Officer Cass arrived about the same
time He stayed all evening
Several of the vigil- keepers had
begun sipping wine early in the
evening by the time the fraternity
men began wobbling back to the Hill
around midnight the two sides were
about equally matched A debate
ensued involving perhaps twenty
participants all talking animatedly at
once which lasted until the rain
began around 230 am The
debaters then retired to their
respective tents dorms and hotel
rooms
The next morning a maintenance
truck pulled up to the encampment
and a maintenance man smilingly
handed the bleary- eyed protesters a
garbage bag He returned for it a few
minutes later
By 1030 the last tent had been
struck CLOK had struck
Lecture in 77
educators from across the nation to
campus
Mavrodes has edited two books
and authored another while on the
University of Michigan faculty
Problems and Perspectives in the
Philosophy of Religion ed 1967
The Rationality of Belief in God
ed 1970 and Belief in God A
Study in the Epistemology of
Religion 1970 He has in addition
published more than 30 articles and
reviews in scholarly journals and has
contributed chapters to other
editions
His major academic interest
philosophy of religion was pursued
in a 1961 PhD dissertation entitled
The Concept of a Direct Experience
of God He received his PhD and
MA degrees from the University of
Michigan He previously earned BS
and BD degrees respectively from
Oregon State College and Western
Baptist Theological Seminary
You Cant Win
The Kenyon College mathematics
department will sponsor the lecture
Probability or You Cant Win at
410 pm April 16 in the Biology
Auditorium by Dr Paul R Halmos
Halmos is the author of more than
50 technical papers several ex-
pository papers and eight books
dealing with mathematics His latest
book A Hilbert Space Problem
Book was published in 1967 He is
considered an authority on various
subjects including ergodic theory
algebraic logic and operator theory
Halmos an educator for more
than 30 years was chairman of the
Department of Mathematics at the
University of Hawaii for one year
before accepting a professorship at
Indiana University in 1970
associate with Ransoms name and
with The Kenyon Review from which
though in its last days it was a sad
and typical academic journal we still
get much mileage Such myths this
one a Myth of Learning are worth
respecting and lead some students
perhaps to find the reality in their
lives I want lip service paid to the
right gods But we ought not to try
merely to sell but to understand
And this community if indeed it is
properly speaking a community
seems almost deliberately to con-
found the narrowly academic with
the intellectual it has rolled back its
spotless cuffs to make sure that some
ideas worthy ideas beating at the
heart of intellectual life in
America will have no spokes-
persons here The kids will
have no dangerous exposure to them
save in asticeptically treated books
The place will keep its tidiness
It is to my tastes the very
brightest creative and most in-
teresting people who have left and
who are leaving Many are students
The overwhelming majority of those
who leave whose interests I know
share a belief that the quality of our
relations with one another is central
to intellectual and personal growth
and that ideas spring from value-
laden actions They are too in-
terested in change So it has become
an increasingly dessicated campus
these years Next year or some year
perhaps total stasis will have been
reached pure homogeneity Then it
will be quiet as a cathedral
A remarkable young woman who
left Kenyon at the end of her
sophomore year because of feelings
much like those of Dr Enderle once
had come by to say goodbye Just as
she reached the door I asked what she
thought would finally happen here
what the future would likely be She
said matteroffa- ctly They blew it
The place will disappear
I do not think the place will
disappear I do not think in the
words of some distressed students
that the imminent demise of
Kenyon is at hand On the contrary
my own guess would be that to use
our previous presidents favorite
metaphor there will continue to be a
good market for our product
and that we will continue lily- white
to operate in the black It is not
the existence of the institution but
the character of the institution that is
in question In all the ways in which
the question of that character is
personally important to me the place
has indeed become less promising
less interesting by far these four
years I share Lilah Pengras
view which I believe to be also
implicit in the resignations of Sharon
Decker and Glenda Enderle that
the chances of meaningful change
here are so slim that a person to
whom these issues are paramount
behaves most responsibly in simply
resigning nor does it seem to me that
the resignations of these women the
courage of whose action in light of
the present academic marketplace is
perhaps simply unknown to most
students need be accompanied with
a Positive Program of Suggestions as
they Work for change from
within Their message seems to me
unmistakable The question they put
to Kenyon is quite simply whether
the college will come to take these
issues seriously enough that such
women can find it worthwhile to
devote their own remarkable
seriousness vitality and skill to this
place
Whether the college is aside from
its rhetoric at all serious is quite
easily gauged not in the apocalyptic
future but just now Have the
resignations of these remarkable
women been responded to in the
usual ways of such things in
Academe by phone calls from a
concerned administration and by
offers of among other things higher
pay or in Dr Enderles case an
attempt at restoration of the
academic title of Assistant Professor
which has apparently been so
By VICKI BARKER
About twelve Kenyon men and
women shivered the night through in
seven tents set up on President
Jordans lawn last Saturday night
The vigil which began at 400
pm was organized by the nascent
Committee to Liberate Old Kenyon
in an attempt to bring inequitable
housing conditions to the attention
of students professors visiting
parents and of course President
Jordan
Flaunting signs that read SMASH
SEXISM and MORE HOUSING
OPTIONS FOR INDEPENDENTS
the CLOK workers elicited lively
response which ranged from one
passing mothers raised fist and
hearty right on to another
mothers angry query If you think
Kenyon has problems then why
dont you transferto the University
of Michigan At which one
professor was heard to murmur
They dont have problems at the
Mavrodes to
Distinguished Prof Mavrodes
University of Michigan Professor
of Philosophy George Ion Mavrodes
will be a Distinguished Visiting
Professor on the Kenyon College
campus during the second semester
of the 1976- 77 academic year
Mavrodes will teach two cou-
rsesPhilosophy of Religion Phil
44 and Philosophical Problems of
Mysticism Phil 92- 1 as part of
Kenyons effort to bring outstanding
What do a TV Newsman
an Orthodontist an
Orchestra Manager a
Naval Aviator a House
Painter a Stockbroker an
Assistant District Attorney
and a Video Tape Producer
have in common
Theyre all careers chosen by
Kenyon graduates of the past 8
years
A more complete list of career
choices broken down by un-
dergraduate major is now available
in the After Kenyon Library
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Where Pizza Reigns Supreme
And Bouncing Checks Abound
my ks
dj nrThe Saga Shoppes are rot openedin the summer Larrys and PizzaVilla usually shut down also becausesuch a high percentage of their clientsare students Betty Davidson ofLarrys Pizza estimated that over90 of the deliveries are made to
students Both Larrys and Pizza
Villa are considering staying open
perhaps with shortened hours for
the summer school sessions this year
But once the students return in full
force next fall the businesses will go
back to their regular hours and pizza
will again reign supreme as the
busiest industry in Gambier
Gambier operation They say that
You run into a different kind of
person in Gambier and they prefer
working in the student atmosphere
On a smaller scale the Saga
Corporation also sells subs to
students with the latenig- hthungrys
Hilda Hite who works in the Peirce
Hall Shoppes makes about fifty
sandwiches of various kinds every
week which are peddled door to
door by students She said I doubt
they the corporation make much
money on them Its just another way
to help the kids out more than
anything else
By NANCY HERROLD
Seven years ago pizza shops were
introduced in Gambier when Larry
Burnell rented the building behind
Farr Hall Previously a restaurant
with a wider grill menu had operated
there but he decided to stick to
pizza At first according to Betty
Davidson the shops manager 32
was a big night and then it picked up
every year
If tonight is an average night
Kenyon students will spend about
250 on pizzas and submarine
sandwiches delivered to their rooms
They will pay about the same amount
on pizzas and subs eaten inside Pizza
Villa and Larrys Pizza shop All
told over 100000 a year goes from
the budgets of Kenyon students into
the cash registers of the pizza en-
trepeneurs of Gambier
Delivery service was added two
years later after a student suggested
it and applied for work as a delivery
man It now accounts for almost half
of Larrys business 265 was
collected by one delivery man alone
on the busiest night on record earlier
this year
Pizza Villa was opened soon after
Larrys by two sisters Camille
Compton and Jolene Lybarger Pizza
Villa rents space in Farr Hall from
the college for its Gambier shop Ms
Compton and Ms Lybarger also
have a Pizza Villa in Mt Vernon but
have decided to close that down and
devote all of their time to the
Part Two
i
I
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Edwards Looks at Kenyon Past and Present
Behind the scenes at Larrys
By NANCY BOLOTIN
Twenty or thirty dollars a week is a
lot of money to lose especially when
the cause is most often negligence on
the part of students but Larrys
Pizza and the Village Market receive
bad checks averaging to just about
this amount weekly One boy owes
us close to 19 in 3 checks its so
hard to control said Betty
Davidson from Larrys Pizza Villa
receives an average of 6 checks a
week which bounce generally made
out for small amounts but the total
is 50- 60 of unrecovered funds a
year
Prior to vacation breaks there is
a prevalence of bad checks said Art
at the Village Market who considers
himself very fortunate Our per-
centage loss due to bad checks has
been minimal Not quite as lucky
Larrys reported 50- 60 worth of bad
checks passed before Christmas
break while Pizza Villa has had to
try to recover at least 75 worth of
funds passed in 20- 25 checks
The Peoples Bank the Storm
Cellar and the Village Inn are
enjoy an apartment there are those
who want to party there are those
who dont Even though bv com-
parison we might be more
homogeneous than other campuses
we are certainly more divergent than
before
The same thing is true to a lesser
extent in the faculty itself I think
there are a lot of different attitudes
that exist in the faculty as to how best
to achieve our education Styles of
teaching the IPHS program all
different things have come in now
both in innovative ways and
procedural ways I think there are
differences among officers of the
administration not that we dont
strive to work in unison
Beatnik Influence
Another change that crept over
Kenyon was of student- faculty
relationships
The early beatnik influence was
the introduction of it Edwards
said And then the students of the
sixties got away from the chinos
Shetland sweaters and Gant shirts
and moved into the blue jeans and
longer hair The leaving of the Ivy
and the change to a different student
culture symbolized prevailing student
thoughts and attitudes Many senior
members of the community were
unable to make transitions and had
feelings of discomfort with the
undergraduate
Students had many concerns that
they were trying to express or
emulate there was a great deal of
copying Students would profess
interest in something I doubt during
those sixties many of them really did
but it seemed to be the thing to do
But I think that transition itself cut
off some opportunity for the faculty
to maintain at least on the social and
friendship basis a closeness with the
students And then the whole
business of dont trust anyone over
somewhat more fortunate Mr C
W Smith manager of the bank
reported that he has collected on all
bad checks and that bouncing
checks are not a large problem
because the bank is familiar with its
local customers and students he
said have all been real good
Unlike other places Mr Smith did
not note much difference in the
occurrence of bad checks prior to
vacation times The Storm Cellar
which just opened this past fall in
Gambier has not received any bad
checks yet although the bills for
merchandise sold there are often sent
directly to parents of students They
attribute this to the type of pur-
chasing done and type of mer-
chandise sold It is probably
because they the students think
more about what theyre going to
buy when it comes to clothing and
jewelry said OwnerManager Jean
Wyatt
The Village Inn which normally
only receives 2 or 3 bad checks a
week did notice that before vacation
Con tin uea on page 6
thirty of fending off from adults
and faculty we didnt have that to
any great extent at Kenyon but it
was there
Edwards has also seen changes in
admissions patterns in his years here
I think the college in recent
years has had a difficult time in
getting its fair share of top students
because of the competition that
prevails and also because of the
changes that have taken place in
higher education Kenyon has always
had to compete with the prestigious
schools east coast small and large
Ivies those schools that are well
known for their academic programs
I also dont know if we are at-
tacking with the same vigor as during
the early Chalmers years There is
always the possibility that one can sit
back on reputation Im not saying
this as an indictment of ad-
ministration or admissions or
anything else but facts are facts
Kenyon may be seeing slightly
leaner times than it did before but
Edwards sees no need for a return to
that smaller Kenyon
Im not so sure we should strive
for that cohesion and unification of
thought and action There is
something to me that is basically
unsound about it And if it prevails
to the point that all persons have to
engage in a singleness of mission then
it cuts off opportunities for in-
dividuality for the persons that want
to march to a different beat
In other words it seems to me
that its healthy to have certain
abrasivenesses built into a society
and particularly I think on the
undergraduate level There have to
be differences of opinion there have
to be different ways of doing things
there have to be different styles I
think if we come together at all it has
to be on a common level of devotion
to academic excellence and sound
scholarship
V
C
than they are now their programs
were more formal and they did
things in units that are not being
done today They would meet at their
lodges and always walk down the
path singing songs I dont know
many that enjoyed that really but
they did it Its sort of regretable
from the observation standpoint it
was really nice to hear the voices
coming down the path ButI think
when you talk of traditions youre
talking about a campus way of life
and the campus of 1976 is not like the
campus of 1936 anywhere There
are different concerns Students
simply express themselves in dif-
ferent ways
However Kenyon was a different
college even as recently as 1954
when Coach Edwards first taught
four Phys Ed classes a day to
Kenyon men
Privately I regretted seeing that
pass he said I thought those were
great years I enjoyed an intimacy
with the students that cant be ap-
proximated now For many years I
knew every student Now there are
many students I dont know and
they dont know me and theres no
occasion for me to know them or
they know me But he added
although I enjoyed the former it
served its time it wouldnt serve the
present
Too the charm of that old Kenyon
its compactness was also its
drawback The community was
very homogeneous starting with the
admissions students came from
much the same socio- economic
levels 90 of the students belonged
to fraternities They practically all
dressed the same They sat down to
dinner and were served in one sitting
in Peirce Hall Sure people were
different they were individuals But
compare that now there are men
there are women there are fraternity
persons there are nonfraternity
persons there are persons desiring
the dormitories there are others who
Pinball at Pizza Villa
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Ex- coach Edwards at 23
concerned with moral issues and
standards
So you put the internal and the
external together and youll see that
there really has been a noticeable
change As I look at Kenyon now I
think it is a more superior institution
That does not mean however that in
every instance of the teaching and the
caliber of the students there has been
that much of a change
Traditions
Seven years after coeducation
students still hear whisperings of the
Lost Kenyon a Kenyon that com-
prised six hundred men and that
boasted close student- faculty
relationships strong student
camaraderie and a host of traditions
that were lost with the arrival of
women
I hear that myself Edwards
said and then I sit down and think
well what are these traditions that
we used to have and dont have
anymore And really I cant think of
too many of them
What did happen was that the
fraternities were more organized then
By VICKI BARKER
Since his arrival on the Kenyon
campus Dean Edwards has seen a
score of senior classes graduate and
has seen the college grow from an all-
male institution with 400 students
and 40 faculty to a coeducational
institution with 1400 students and
125 faculty Have students changed
in twenty- three years In most ways
no says Edwards
As I talk to and meet students
today I hear the same concerns I
hear the expression of the same joys
I Hear the same sorrows and there
are many of- the same problems
Every student still says that their
professors areasking far too much of
them Im tired of February Im
tired of the smallness of Gambier
And its the same thing with people
acknowledging the assets of the
college
Nevertheless he said some
changes can be discerned if one
looks carefully I think that since
Ive come here weve gone through
some phases that are both internal
and external Internal a small all-
male college that grew to about 800
Then women came living in semi-
isolation for three years eventually
evolving into one institution with a
different type of campus living
The external changes would be
the complacent fifties the old
grey flannel suit syndrome very
satisfied career- oriented that type
of thing up through the sixties then
into the middle sixties when a lot of
social changes made an impact on the
campus and then dramatically from
65- 66 up through 1970 And now a
change to what may on the surface be
the fifties concerned about meeting
all those standards set by home
family and society being very
concerned about career but being
relatively unconcerned about social
political and international issues
Todays students are much more
April IS 1976
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Leonard Drafted 9- 3 Defeat of HeidelbergBrings
By Steelers uLumuna necora to 6- 4By BRIAN HEWITT 7
By GERARD IACANGELO
I
A 1
S TV
In the throes of a four game losing
streak the mens baseball team
rebounded with an impressive 9- 3
win over Heidelberg Tuesday The
Lords earlier this past week dropped
a 6- 0 decision to Mt Vernon
Nazarene then lost a pair 21- 9 and
11- 7 to Mt Union at the Panthers
home field The win over Heidelberg
boosted Kenyons record to 3- 4 with
9 games remaining
L- Lii 8
Fridays game with Mt Vernon
Nazarene at Falkenstine Field saw
the Lords hold the Cougers to no
runs through 6 innings Mark
Sparky Leonard was pitching a
masterful game having accumulated
9 strikeouts when he was touched for
3 runs two of them were unearned
Kenyon was still unable to score
when the Cougers scored three runs
through a combination of 2 errors
and 4 hits in the seventh inning The
game ended with Kenyon on the
short end of a 6- 0 score
Kenyon then travelled to Mt
Union to play a pair of 7 inning
games with the Panthers In the first
game a superb hitting performance
by Leonard increased his home run
production to four By clouting two
homers including one which sent the
lords into a brief 3- 0 lead in the first
Mark Leonard has not been
drafted on the sixteenth round by the
Pittsburgh Steelers
There are only fifteen rounds in
the professional football draft
laughs Leonard in reference to the
rumor he helped spread among his
friends on campus He may not be
highly regarded by pro football
scouts but Leonard better known as
Sparky is still numero uno at
Kenyon When the class of 76
graduates this year so will the
greatest athlete that Kenyon has ever
had according to his baseball
coach Tom McHugh
Leonard is not the finest athlete
Kenyon has ever seen in any par-
ticular sport but he is the con-
summate well- rounded athlete At
the end of this baseball season
Sparky Leonard will have earned
twelve varsity letters something few
Kenyon athletes have ever achieved
His awards this year include All OAC
football player MVP of the football
team and the John Rinka Sport-
smanship Award in basketball He is
captain of the baseball team the
football team and the basketball
team And the accolades go way back
to his freshman year Whats more if
he could Leonard would probably
also play golf in which is also
proficient
When asked if people react to him
differently because he is such a great
athlete Leonard unhesitantly an-
swers no saying that at Kenyon
people recognize you as a person
If one speaks to a person who knows
Leonard well he is more likely to
refer to the seniors personal at-
tributes than his athletic prowess
Basketball coach Jim Zak says
Netmen Sweep Marietta
Winless Ladies Pledge
To Defy Defeat
Leonard lets loose
Leonard always gave more of
himself without expecting more in
return One day last winter the
Mount Vernon native performed in
the Ohio Shine football game only
to leave immediately in order to play
the entire game of a varsity
basketball contest that night
Leonard is proud of the many
honors he receives but keeps them in
proper perspective He is slightly
embarrassed at being mentioned so
often on the sports page of The
Mount Vernon News
Leonard does not consider his
athletic career antagonistic to his
academic life He has the time for
athletics simply because he enjoys
them He finds sports to be a
refreshing release from his studies
and believes that the strict discipline
required to be a good athlete helps
him with his work
Leonard likes the pressure of
organized athletics and deems
winning as important With tongue
in cheek he says that as an athlete at
Kenyon Ive learned to losej to
take things in stride Yet he still
refers to sports as a hobby As
coach Zak says Obviously he must
have gotten a lot of fun out of it
BINGLEY
OWU Bortz again was top scorer
with four goals and one assist Curtis
scored twice and left defensive wing
Cindy Wheels Merritt also added
a goal Filling the other attack
positions are junior Rosie Williams
and senior Sue Palmquist switching
off at right attack wing and
sophomore Ann Scully at left attack
wing Alternating at center are senior
Julie Grimes and freshman Sandy
Lane a beginner looking extremely
adept at her position A knee
operation may put Lane out for the
rest of the season however
Defense is also displaying effective
teamwork with all members marking
well Starting defensemen include
wings Laura Wickstead and
Merritt who sustained a back injury
this week Senior Buffy Fisher plays
at third man Griggs is at cover point
and sophomore Kathy Hichcock
starts at point Sophomore Pam
Olsyn is again the Ladies goalie and
has looked good so far with 22 saves
on 33 shots against Wooster and 20
out of 30 in the Wesleyan game The
teams changed outlook is reflected
by captain Owens We will not
tolerate any more losses
UK
the Naz
11- 7 Mt Union
Tuesdays 9- 3 win was a much
needed victory as things were looking
a little bleak after 4 consecutive
losses Excellent fielding particularly
the infield The Freshman Four-
some with John Harbisonthird
base Kellogg at shortstop Brog at
the keystone sack and Thomay at
first really shone on Tuesday
especially Harbison as they only
produced two errors Leonard
continued his heroics by pitching a
six hitter and hitting another home
run Notes on the Team The Lords
have a combined 250 batting average
while the pitching staff has ac-
cumulated a hefty 549 ERA Kenyon
travels to league- leading Ohio
Northern for a doubleheader and
then will play the same team at home
on Tuesday
Track Team
Trips Over
Oberlin
By DAVE TROUP
Oberlins depth proved too much
for Kenyons undermanned track
team this past Tuesday as the men of
Tommie Smith rallied to clip the
Lords 72- 64 The fact that Kenyon
captured seven events was no
comfort to Coach White who saw
his team lose a six point lead in the
final two events
Bob Jennings was a double winner
taking the 100 and 220 yard dashes
Freshmen Mike Dailey Jalmer
Johnson and Frank Dickos were
winners in the discus shot put and
120 yard high hurdles respectively A
dropped baton in the 440 yard relay
gave Kenyon five free points and
senior sprinter Chuck Pariano
recorded his first track victory ever
Pariano was so elated that he
volunteered himself to run in the
three mile Alas Oberlin took 1- 23
and Kenyons lead had vanished
Co- captain Jamie Doucett ran his
best half mile time in over a year to
win that event Doucett is closing out
a fine running career at Kenyon A
record holder in the indoor mile he
was a three- sport captain this season
In his four years in Gambier
Jamie has found a very low key
atmosphere surrounding track As a
consequence he has been running
mainly for himself with no real
pressure placed upon him to do well
This is one reason why he feels he
was a more consistent runner in high
school
While his competitive desire may
have waned his enthusiasim for
running has not I enjoy running
Its relaxing to take a nice long run
After graduation he plans to con-
tinue running probably with a track
club
One of Doucetts most satisfying
experiences at Kenyon was his role in
the formation of the Cross Country
team In a very real sense he and
John Kryder were the founders of the
club arranging meets and recruiting
new members As a result Cross
Country will be a varsity sport this
coming fall
Coach White may be able to find a
way to replace Jamies 10 point per
meet average in the coming years
However it will be considerably
more difficult to find someone to
take his place as a team leader
Lord nailed trying for third against
inning But the Panthers came right
back to score 7 runs in the bottom of
the first inning to take the lead for
good Kenyon struggled back into
striking distance 14- 9 before Harry
Goulder belted a bases loaded home
run The Panthers tallied for 7 more
runs in the 6th to make the final score
21- 9
In a closer and better fielded game
the Lords stayed close in the second
half of the double header but were
hurt when Mt Union picked up five
runs in the 5th inning producing a
lead too large to overcome late in the
game With the score tied at 3- 3 Jeff
Kellogg singled to score Mark
Thomay from second putting
Kenyon on top 4- 3 In that five run
5th inning Kenyon was hurt by a
Terry Bros error and a 3- run triple by
Panther Greg Liberti Final score
The mens tennis team continued
its drive for the OAC championship
and an undefeated dual meet season
this week Once again they had won
convincingly this time a 9- 0
triumph over Marietta
The Lord netmen were hardly
tested in their fourth consecutive
victory of the season The results
were as follows 1st singles Van-
denberg 6- 1 6- 4 2nd singles Cole
6- 3 6- 2 3rd singles Gregory 6- 2 6-
3 4th singles Tice 6- 2 6- 3 5th
singles Rothschild 6- 2 6- 0 6th
singles Yeager 6- 1 6- 1 The team
also swept the doubles all in
straight sets
Other tennis notes include 6- 0 and
9- 1 victories for the women over
Marietta and Ohio University The
team then dropped a 3- 2 decision to
Ohio Wesleyan The mens match
against Baldwin- Wallace originally
planned for Saturday has been
rescheduled The teams Tuesday
match against Wittenberg should
provide the first tough challenge of
the season The match will take place
at Kenyon at 300 Spectators can
expect to see some outstanding
tennis
Bisons Buckeyes
GWIN
State tor their contest against the
always- tough Buckeyes Kenyon
proved equal to the test in its 7- 5
victory The Lords controlled the
entire game against Ohio States
highly rated squad
Bob Samit captured scoring
honors with a three- goal per-
formance Bill Fanning tallied twice
whicle Jeff Kinder and Bruce
Thompson followed with one each
Especially noteworthy was the
Kenyon defense which enabled
Kenyon to maintain a 5- 3 halftime
lead despite playing shorthanded for
much of the second half Such strong
defense was significant in the
satisfying victory over a wel-
lregarded foe
The Lords now enter the heart of
their schedule After facing Michigan
State in a Saturday contest in East
Lansing the Lords travel to
Granville on Wednesday for a 330
contest against a traditional nemesis
Denison Junior midfielder Mark
Martins has extended an invitation to
all Kenyon supporters to make the
short trek to Granville for what
promises to be an exciting contest
By KATE
Optimism is often hard to come by
when last years team record was 1- 7
but Coach Karen Burke is highly
enthusiastic about her lacrosse team
this year Led by captains Amy
Owens and Ellen Griggs this
seasons Ladies lacrosse squad seems
to be considerably better than last
years So far the team has lost two
close games to highly rated squads
from Wooster and Ohio Wesleyan
On Thursday April 8 the team
travelled to Wooster and came out on
the losing end of an 11- 5 score
Nevertheless the team should be
cited for a strong second half effort
that held Wooster to only two goals
Against Wesleyan the Ladies once
again played their opponents to a
second half standstill but- lost 10- 7
after coming back from a 5- 2
halftime deficit
Team positions are fairly well set
but early injuries may force some
changes The attack is operating well
with freshman Stephanie Curtis at
first home senior Danna Bortz at
second and Owens at third In the
Wooster game Bortz scored three
times while Curtis netted one goal
and one assist Owens added to the
final tally with one goal Against
V
IBI Li
I Big Wally Tice serves up a
Vwm ner
Stickmen Bounce
By JIM
The lacrosse team continued its
winning ways over the past week with
victories over a hapless Bethany team
and a strong Ohio State squad The
two victories boosted the Lords
victories to four against no defeats
and set the stage for what promises to
be the more challenging portion of
the season
Playing on a cold windy day
before a small coterie of devoted
fans the Lords easily defeated the
Bethany Bisons 14- 5 The Lords
dominated the game from the start
rac- kine ud a lead that blossomed to
9- 1 at halftime In an attempt to keep
the score within bounds Coach
Heiser cleared the bench Such
tactics proved only partially suc
cessful as the Kenyon stickmen
stretched the score to 14- 5 by the
games conclusion Attackmen Jeff
Kinder received game honors with
four goals while Bill Fanning
followed with three Bob Samits five
assists and the outstanding face- off
work of Ned Brokaw and Mike
Buckman also merit accolades
The Lords then journeyed on
Saturday to the astroturf of Ohio
HARDWARE PAINTS HOUSEWARES
AND LAWN SUPPLIES
VINE MULBERRY STREETS
MOUNT VERNON OHIO 43050
614 397- 5747
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lyploncy Middle Path
Alf B DONNA SCHOENEGCt
THE YARN BARN
Hours 12- 5 Daily
Homespun Sweaters
Afghans
Rug Hookjng Supplies
Complete supplies vams for Knitting Crochet
HajsH- atsHats
800 pm Gambier League of
Women Voters meeting Lower
Dempsey Lounge
830 pm Concert Music For
A While presenting Franco-
Flemish music of the 15th and early
16th centuries Rosse Aud
200 East Brooklyn Street Gambier Ohio
CIDCTK MHV
April 15 Thursday
530 pm German Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
700 pm Apartment and Suite
Housing Selection KC
800 p n Play Blithe Spirit
Hill Theater
April 16 Friday
400 pm Lecture Economic
Forecasts How Accurate How
Useful Dr Eric Herr Kenyon 70
Data Process Incorporated Philo
410 pm Lecture Probability
or You Cant Win Prof P R
Halmos Mathematics Dept
University of Indiana Bio Aud
515 pm International Student
Forum Table Gund Large Private
Dining Room
800 pm Play Blithe Spirit
Hill Theater
800 pm Kenyon Free Film
Festival Rosse Aud
April 17 Saturday
MIDDLE PATH DAY
100 pm Mens Tennis against
Baldwin- Wallace South Courts
700 pm Concert Chasers
Philo
800 pm Play Blithe Spirit
Hill Theater
800 pm Kenyon Free Film
Festival Rosse Aud
April 18 Sunday
1200 pm Student- Faculty
Brunch Great Hall Peirce
TRAVEL
One S Main St 2nd Floor
Mount
Complete Reservation And
Ticketing Service With
No Service Charge
Ii j y y 7 in Jjiveit
bve
Custom Designed JeweJry
Handthrown Built Pottery
Corner of East High Gay Streets
MOUNT VEJINPN
1 1- 530 Monday Tuesday Wednesday
Friday Saturday
CJosedThursdav Sundavat
130 pm Chess Club Meeting
KC
230 pm Poetry Reading spon-
sored by HIKA by faculty and stu-
dents KC
515 pm Christian Fellowship
Dinner Meeting Gund Large Private
Dining Room
700 pm Film Series The
Ascent of Man The Majestic
Clockwork Bio Aud
800 pm Bridge Club Meeting
Gund Large Private Dining Room
800 pm Kenyon Free Film
Festival Rosse Aud
April 19 Monday
430 pm Womens Lacrosse
against Ohio Wesleyan Airport
Field
530 pm French Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
700 pm IFC Meeting Lower
Dempsey Lounge
830 pm Student Recital Brass
Ensemble Rosse Aud
April 20 Tuesday
300 pm Mens Tennis against
Wittenberg South Courts
330 pm Baseball against Ohio
Northern Falkenstine Field
400 pm Film The Ascent of
Man The Majestic Clockwork
Bio Aud
530 pm Modern Greek Table
Gund Small Private Dining Room
530 pm Spanish Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
A drich at Kenyon
Former Kenyon College
philosophy Professor Virgil C
Adrich will deliver the 1976 Larwill
Lecture at 4 pm Friday April 23
in the Biology Auditorium His
lecture is entitled The Philosophy
of American Patriotism
SHOULD OLD KENYON
BECOME COED
A debate sponsored by the Debate
Union and CLOK Friday 23 April
at 430 in Philomathesian Hall
Cropsey to Lecture
Joseph Cropsey Professor of
Political Science at the University of
Chicago will lecture Thursday April
22 at 430 pm in the Biology
Auditorium on The United States
as Regime and the Sources of the
American Way of Life
Professor Cropsey has specialized
in the fields of economics and
political philosophy He is the author
of Polity and Economy a con-
tributing author and editor of
History of Political Philosophy with
Leo Strauss Ancients and Moderns
and A Dialogue Between a
Philosopher and a Student of the
Common Laws of England
HECKLER DRUG
Knox Countys
Photographic
and
Prescription
Headquarters
See our Photography
Department for year
una1 discounts
122- 124 S MAW
307- 5515
THE
ACCENT HOUSELi
April 21 Wednesday
330 pm Track against Wooster
Benson Field
200- 400 pm Box office opens
for Festival of Dance and Mime
Hill Theater
410 pm Senate Meeting Ascen-
sion 109
600 pm Italian Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
1000 pm Aparijito film Rosse
Aud
April 22 Thursday
300 pm Baseball against
Youngstown State U Falkenstine
Field
400 pm Womens Lacrosse
against Wooster Airport Field
430 pm Bicentennial Lecture
The US as Regime and the
Sources of the American Way of
Life Prof Joseph Cropsey
Political Science Dept University of
Chicago Bio Aud
530 pm German Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
800 pm Lecture Prof Judith
Perani Art History Dept Ohio
University Bailey 25
Bouncing checks cont
time the number may go up to 6
weekly I have no complaints about
it said Jim McCarter of the VI
because most of the time its just
an oversight and not a pre-
meditated act Mr Smith felt
that students in a hurry dont keep
an accurate account on their check
stub or dont see that theyre
overdrawn Larrys and the Pizza
Villa both agreed that students dont
intentionally write a check that will
bounce Art from the Village
Market attributed the oversights to
poor bookkeeping noting that there
was no malicious attempt to
defraud Students use it as a
means of borrowing money for a
while
Those whose signatures are on
checks that have bounced are almost
always students Both pizza
establishments have a list of these
students and in cases of recurring
offenders Larrys will not accept
checks until the next school year
There is a 5 charge for passing bad
checks at Larrys Pizza Villa and
the VI and students are warned of
a 2 charge by the bank for un-
sufficient funds Not only is it quite
a chore to recover the money but it
often takes months If the student
cannot be contacted by phone or
mail the parents are contacted They
always pay While Larrys has had no
trouble with parents Pizza Villa has
dealt with several parents who had
difficulty believing that their children
could have possibly passed a bad
check Most shops dont like to press
charges for as Betty Davidson
noted students are our main
customers She cited cases in which
it took up to 2 years to catch up with
the perpetrators but I get them I
keep at it
Of course there is some money
which is never recovered but
through the persistence of the
businesses and the cooperation of
both the bank and the students most
funds are recovered Village Market
Art had only four checks last year for
which he could not collect and these
were turned into bad debts on income
tax
Because there are few recurring
names and because the businesses
recognize the frequent and unin-
tentional oversights by students
Kenyon IDS are the only form of
identification required by most
SERVICBfl
First- Knox National Ban
Vernon
v
WWW i
tJh lv 4
CAMPUS
PIZZA VILLA
427- 4800
We Deliver
FARR HALL
GAMBIER
Mil
U
Believing that good design does not belong to just one period
of time Eileen Engel the owner has made available to the
people in this area the finest of lamps pewter stainless steel
clocks crystal and enamel ware from Europe and America
Wall units are available on order in Teak Walnut and
Rosewood
There is much more to find at The Accent House
Open 6 days a week from 1000 to 530
405 N Main St Mt Vernon Ohio
This week- end instead of
the regular film offerings
Kenyon will be hosting the
tenth annual Free Film
Festival
Aparjito is the second chapter of
Satyajit Rays beautiful film trilogy
which traces the growth of a Bengali
boy Apu from childhood to
maturity Pather Panchali the first
part was screened first semester and
the conclusion The World of Apu
will be shown next weekend In
Aparijito the adolescent Apu learns
the hard path of the Bengali peasant
It is a particularly cruel lesson for
Apu who seeks the life of an artist
This story of life death and con-
tinuing life is portrayed by the
remarkably sensitive camera of
Satyajit Ray
As with the other two films
Aparijito was produced and directed
by Ray Working with non-
professional actors and entirely
natural locations Ray has woven a
rich cinematic tapestry His
photography finds beauty in so many
things from the wide- eyed wonder of
small children to the swaying
silhouettes of distant trees that it
more than offsets the languid pace of
the drama Ravi Shankars original
music and the intelligent use of
natural sounds complete the sensorial
backdrop of the film Kanu Banerji
Karuna Banerji and Smaran Ghosal
as the father mother and son Apu
head the excellent cast carried over
from Pather Panchali An
emotionally evocative film Aparijito
should not be missed by those who
love the visual art of cinema
places Perhaps the VI which often
requires more thorough iden-
tification because of the drinking
age cuts down its risk of receiving
bad checks The other places sell
food a commodity which Kenyon
students will jump at the chance to
consume But as Village Market Art
said for the most part the mer-
chants attitude is one of fairness
students respond in kind This isnt
to cast dispersions on those in town
who have been having trouble Said
Betty Davidson we dont want to
penalize the students as a group
because you cant punish all for
what a few do
